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                                       Isis Pharmaceuticals 
 
 
Buena Vista Investment Management began investing in Isis in 2004 based on our belief that 
their genetic research and unique approach to discovering new drugs would eventually lead 
to a much higher stock price. Since that first investment six years ago, we have seen many 
ups and downs, but from our perspective Isis Pharmaceuticals, has never been in better 
financial shape and we remain confident in the investment premise.  We continue to add to 
existing investment positions and to initiate new positions for clients. 
 
Background: 
 

Isis Pharmaceuticals was founded in 1989 by its current chairman and CEO Dr. Stanley 
Crooke. The company became a publicly traded company in 2001. 
 
Currently, there are two validated approaches to drug discovery; Small Molecule and Protein 
Therapy. Isis has been working for the last 20 years to make Antisense Technology the third 
validated drug discovery platform. Antisense Technology is a drug discovery platform based 
on genetics. The end result of all three platforms is the same and can be simply described as; 
find a molecule that will destroy a protein which is causing a disease in the human body. 
 
In the Isis Pharmaceuticals 2009 annual report the company made a bold prediction; …“our 
broad Antisense Technology platform is positioned to change the productivity of the 
pharmaceutical industry.”  Over the next 5 years, we as investors will know definitively if 
this was a bold forward looking statement or an idle boast. 
 
Management: 
 

It is important to emphasize that investing in a biotechnology company is a long-term 
investment and given the nature of the business it would also be considered a risky 
investment. As such, management of the company is an extremely important component 
when selecting a biotech investment. Over the years I've had access to Chairman and CEO, 
Dr. Stanley Crooke on a number of occasions and strongly believe that his management is the 
cornerstone of our investment. His vision for genetic research has allowed the company to 
gather over 1600 worldwide patents relating to genetic drug discovery over last 20 years.   
In addition, his business strategy of positioning Isis to be a drug discovery company rather 
than a pharmaceuticals company gives us as investors, in my opinion the best chance of 
financial success. 
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                                     Isis Pharmaceuticals 
  
Financials:  

 
Since our original investment, the company has had to access the capital markets only once, 
when they completed a pipe financing in 2005.  This capital raise in conjunction with the sale 
of Ibis Biosciences in 2009 and a host of strategic partnerships have Isis positioned for 
financial success. 

 
Corporate Strategy: 
 

The strategy for Isis is to be a drug discovery company and not a drug company. In other 
words Isis will use its resources to bring new drugs through the “proof of concept” process.  
Proof of concept would be defined as Preclinical (animal trials) and Phase 1 clinical trials.  
Isis will then partner with a larger drug company and use their financial strength and 
expertise to bring the potential new drug through Phase 2 and Phase 3 trials and final 
regulatory approval, here and internationally.   
 
These unique partnership agreements have allowed Isis to currently have 22 compounds into 
clinical trials, an unheard of number for a company of this size. Without this partnership 
approach, Isis would not have the resources to have even a third of these compounds in trials.  
From our perspective as investors, this corporate strategy gives us a better chance at success, 
as drug discovery is a risky and uncertain business.  The more opportunities we have to 
succeed the greater likelihood of our success.  Additionally, the partnerships currently in 
place have generated over $650 million of cash to Isis over the past three years.  
 
Part two of the corporate strategy is to focus the company's drug discovery processes on 
current unmet medical needs; defined as rare or orphan diseases. The company believes that 
this approach serves two purposes; first because they are dealing with orphan diseases for 
which the patient population may not have any alternatives for treatment, so human trials and 
regulatory approval should occur in a shorter time.  Second, if patients with severe diseases 
are helped by Isis compounds then this will in turn help validate Antisense Technology. 
 
For example, the company is completed four phase 3 trials, in conjunction with Genzyme, for 
their new drug Mipomersen, which is a cholesterol lowering drug. Rather than competing 
directly with a whole host of lipid lowering drugs, Isis is focusing their clinical trials on 
individuals that have extremely high cholesterol (hypercholesterolemia). These patients have 
a significant risk of cardiovascular events due to the fact that their disease cannot be 
controlled with current lipid lowering therapy, such as Lipitor. So far, in the four Phase 3 
trials this patient population has seen their LDL’s lowered by 25% in conjunction with 
traditional lipid lowering treatment.  This is an extremely large percentage decline in “bad”  
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                                     Isis Pharmaceuticals 
 
Corporate Strategy: (continued) 
 

cholesterol. So by focusing on this unusual patient population, Isis is working on an unmet 
medical need while still validating their technology. 
 
Antisense Technology is a totally new and unique drug discovery platform.  For us as 
investors this can create a huge monetary opportunity if the technology is validated.   The 
technology is described on the Isis website in the following manner; 
 

“The explosion in genomic information led to the discovery of many new 
disease-causing proteins and created new opportunities accessible only to 
antisense technology.  We have led the industry in the development of RNA-
based technologies and successfully developed a drug discovery platform based 
on our antisense technology. We discover and develop drugs that bind to RNA 
instead of proteins, which have been the focus of the pharmaceutical industry 
for more than 100 years.” 

 
The beauty of this genetic based drug discovery platform is that the cost to bring a drug to 
market is substantially less than traditional small molecule drugs.  Additionally, the 
probability of reaching clinical trials is substantially higher than small molecule drugs which 
in turn gives Isis pharmaceuticals a unique financial edge who over a traditional drug 
discovery company.  
 

 
The Future: 
Some important points relating to the investment in Isis Pharmaceuticals  
 

1. Antisense Technology is about to get an upgrade.  The current technology is called 
1st Generation.  The company is close to beginning use of 2nd Generation compounds 
which according to the company are 10 times more potent that the original compounds. 
The company also believes that oral administration will be achieved with Generation 2.5. 
 

2. The Crooke Patent Estate.  The company’s patent estate is named after its founder 
and includes over 1,600 patents relating to genetic information.  This patent estate has 
been built over the last 20 years as Isis has acquired or filed for patents on all kinds of 
genetic information.  The company feels that this is an important asset that Wall Street 
has overlooked when valuing the company. 
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                                    Isis Pharmaceuticals 
 

The Future: (continued) 
 
3. Manufacturing Process for Future Drugs – The beauty of the Antisense drug 

discovery platform is that it allows for drugs to be brought to market for substantially less 
cost than other drug discovery platforms.  But it doesn’t end there; the actual 
manufacturing process for these drugs will also cost less.  This genetic platform begins 
with the same formulation, for all kinds of varied drugs, which means it will cost less to 
manufacture these drugs when compared to traditional small molecule drug. 

 
In closing, it is difficult to try and explain a complex process like Antisense Technology 
without getting into too much detail.  It is our hope that this short recap will help you 
understand why we, as investors, are excited about the future for this investment. 
 
Please feel free to contact us with any questions relating to Isis Pharmaceuticals. 
 
John Moffat, Partner 
Buena Vista Investment Management, LLC 
 
PLEASE NOTE –This report was originally prepared in July of 2010. It has been updated 
for presentation on the Buena Vista Investment Management website in June 2011. 
 

 


